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Sales Impact Academy announces
$22M in new funding for its go-tomarket learning platform
Seattle startup Heard raises $10M to
ease administrative load for mental
health providers
AI-assisted 3D animation startup Kinetix raises $11M in Seed funding to
drive user-generated content in the
metaverse
Google Cloud is forming a dedicated
Web3 team
LottieFiles raises $37M Series B to
bring lightweight and scalable animations to apps and websites
Citrix and Google Cloud Simplify Shift
to Flexible Work

Cisco adds predictive networking
SaaS options to improve uptime and
security

“Our learning community has gone from 3,000 people to almost 15,000
professionals. That makes us, comfortably, the largest go-to-market
learning community in the world.”
The startup is part of an ecosystem of mental health care startups in
the Pacific Northwest that includes Eugene, Ore.-based Ksana Health,
which is developing a “Fitbit for mental health” and Seattle-based WeConnect, which provides an app and peer support to people recovering
from addiction.
Kinetix is a free AI-powered platform that makes 3D creation accessible
to millions of creators around the world. With Kinetix, everyone can
now easily produce films, concerts, group dances, and video games for
virtual worlds.
Additionally, Google Cloud’s Web3 team may build a solution for running blockchain nodes, systems that are deployed as part of blockchains and play an important role in processing transactions.
Unlike GIF or PNG graphics which are smaller in size, Lottie animations
are scalable and interactive. They were first introduced six years ago as
an open-source library by Airbnb engineers. Lottie also allows native
apps to use animations as easily as they use static assets.
Google Cloud Marketplace makes it easy for companies to quickly purchase and deploy market-leading digital workspace solutions designed
to enable secure remote work, including Citrix DaaS solutions purposebuilt for Google Cloud:
Cisco’s predictive networks work by gathering data from myriad telemetry sources. Once integrated, the AI engine learns the patterns using a
variety of models and begins to predict user experience issues, providing problem-solving options.

Companies can sign up to get parts delivered for new product developFictiv raises $100M to deliver
ment, have parts engineered to order for custom products and as part
‘hardware at the speed of software’
of maintenance and repair operations.
Collections enable users to assemble all types of information regardless
of which app it’s currently living in–Google docs, email attachments,
Searchable.ai Launches Collections
Jira tickets, Asana tasks, Github issues, Confluence pages, local drive
for Seamless Knowledge Sharing
files, and more–in one place so team members can efficiently find what
they need to start working.
With the proliferation of applications, languages, and frameworks, SenSentry triples its valuation to over $3
try empowers any developer or development team to solve issues in
billion after raising $90M in Series E
production code by using one tool to monitor for errors, performance,
funding to grow its application moniand health across mobile, desktop, and IoT, and across any industry or
toring platform
vertical.
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If you’re planning on using a hybrid infrastructure for an extended
period of time, my advice is this: don’t. While it’s impossible to
avoid a hybrid setup during a transition period, most organizations
are best served by committing to cloud IaaS completely (or as
much as possible) and following a plan that can get you there incrementally over the course of two to three years.
Essentially combining enterprise mobility management (EMM)
tools with PC management tools, UEM platforms help companies
manage and protect a range of devices including smartphones,
tablets, laptops, and desktop computers across multiple operating
systems — all from a unified interface
For all of cloud computing’s potential, business leaders need to
keep their feet firmly on the ground and recognize the sheer complexity of cloud migration. Research indicates that one in three
cloud migrations fail and only 25% of businesses meet their migration deadlines.
Every survey suggests workers are more willing to find a new job
than return to the bad old days of presence-based micromanagement. Arguments that returning to the workplace boost
collaboration may have some weight, but much of this relies on
old-fashioned email and virtual meetings held from the office, rather than the home.
IT tasks are elevating, as "many tedious and time-consuming manual tasks like data entry, system and application monitoring and
some app development efforts will be taken over by technology
solutions,
Unlike many other cloud backup services, iDrive doesn't lock you
down to a single computer. You can use one account to backup
your Windows and macOS desktops, your Android smartphone and
iPhones and tablets, and your network drives. There's also a Linux
backup option, but it's meant for Linux servers.

